
DOING   
FAITH  
MARK 11:12-25 



Hebrews 11:1 – ‘Now Faith is the assurance of things we hoped for, the 

conviction of things we cannot see’.  

 

Aspects of Faith: 

a) Saving Faith  

b) Faith for now 
 

 



MARK  11 : 12 - 25 

Fig tree: 

• Jesus in Bethany looking towards Jerusalem, about to be crucified  

• Tree not ready for harvest but should have ‘first fruits’ because of the appearance of leaves 

• v14 - Jesus uses the fig tree as a teaching exercise  
 

The Temple: 

• Jesus chases out the sellers 
 

After the Temple: 

v21 – Peter ‘remembered’  

• Fig tree important to the whole story 
 

Because of all this disobedience Jesus is teaching and demonstrating to the 

disciples what DOING FAITH looks like and the results  
 

 

 



1.   GET   UP   ( FOLLOW   

HIM ) 
a) Following requires – URGENCY 

- Matt 16:24 – ‘The Jesus said…’whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take 

up their cross’ 

b) Following requires – A RIGHT REACTION 

- v18  

c) Following requires – AWARENESS  

- v21 



2.  GROW  ( BEAR   FRUIT ) 

Why does Jesus desire and expect so much from us?  

 

a) Because it’s NOT HEALTHY to not grow 

Heb. 5:12 – ‘In fact, though you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you the 

elementary truths of God’s word all over again. You need milk not solid food!’ 

 

b) Fruit does not nourish the tree it NOURISHES THE PERSON who EATS IT 

 

c) Bearing fruit keeps us on the RIGHT PATH 
 



3.  KNOW  ( LOOK  TO   GOD ) 

v20-25 – ‘Have faith in God’ 
 

Works (fruits) don’t reflect your faith. Faith causes a desire to DO works (bear 

fruit) 
 

A symbol of the dynamic of the Kingdom: 

v22-25 
 

a) PRAY + BELIEVE NOW  

b) PRAY + REMEMBER/ UNDERSTAND YOUR LIMITATIONS 

 

The habit of forgiving reminds us of our limitations which draws us to a need of 

dependence to GOD 



LUKE  18 : 1 - 8 - THE   

PERSISTENT   WIDOW 
 • v8 – ‘I tell you, he will grant justice to them quickly! But when the son of man returns, 

how many will he find on the earth who have faith?’   

 

• GET UP – follow him with urgency, a right reaction, awareness 

• GROW – bear fruit because its healthy, nourishes people and keeps us on the 

right path  

• KNOW – Our mandate is not be a hero, but to put our faith is God and allow 

him to direct our lives. Faith is depending on God.   


